These are the EUROCare Registries that adhered to the RARECare project.

Austria: M Hackl, N Zielonk (Austrian National Cancer Registry); Belgium: E. Van Eycken, K. Henau (Belgian Cancer Registry); Croatia: A Znaor (Croatian National Cancer Registry); Estonia: M Magi (Estonian Cancer Registry); Finland: R Sankila, T Hakulinen, (Finnish Cancer Registry); France: G Hedelin, M Velten (Bas-Rhin Cancer Registry); I Tron, E Le Gall (Bretagne Childhood Cancer Registry); G Lanoy (Calvados Digestive Cancer Registry); AV Guizard (Calvados General Cancer Registry); J Faivre, AM Bouvier (Côte d'Or Digestive Cancer Registry); M Maynadié, I Manivet (Côte d'Or Haematological Malignancies Registry); M Mercier (Doubs Cancer Registry); A Buemi (Haute-Rhin Cancer Registry); B Tretarre (Hérault Cancer Registry); M Colonna (Isère Cancer Registry); F Molinié (Loire Atlantique Breast and Colon Cancer Registry); B Lacour, E Desandes (Lorraine Childhood Cancer Registry); S Bara (Manche Cancer Registry); C Schwartz (Marne and Ardennes Thyroid Cancer Registry); O Gauzy (Somme Cancer Registry); P Groselande (Tarn Cancer Registry); Germany: B Holleczek; Saarland Cancer Registry); Iceland: L Tryggvadottir (Icelandic Cancer Registry); Ireland: H Comber, S Deady (National Cancer Registry of Ireland); Italy: F Belli (Alto Adige Cancer Registry); C Pasucci (Childhood Cancer Registry of Marche); S Ferretti (Ferrara Cancer Registry); D Serraino (Friuli Venezia Giulia Cancer Registry); M Vercelli, A Quaglia (Liguria Cancer Registry c/o IST/UNIGE, Genoa); S Vitarelli (Macerata Province Cancer Registry); M Federico, C Cirolli (Modena Cancer Registry); M Fusco (Napoli Cancer Registry); A Traina (Palermo Breast Cancer Registry); M Michiara, F Boszani (Parma Cancer Registry); A Giacomini (Piedmont Cancer Registry, Province of Biella); G Pastore, P Pisani (Piedmont Childhood Cancer Registry); R Tumino (Cancer Registry Azienda ospedaliera “Civile MP Arezzo” Ragusa); L Mangone (Reggio Emilia Cancer Registry); F Falcini, F Foca (Romagna Cancer Registry); G Senatore, A Iannelli (Salerno Cancer Registry); M Budroni (Sassari Cancer Registry); S Piffer, S Franchini (Trento Cancer Registry); E Crocetti, A Caldarella (Tuscan Cancer Registry); F La Rosa, F Stracci (Umbria Cancer Registry); P Surveillance Unit); Contiero, G Tagliabue, M Ruzza, (Varese Cancer Registry); P Zambon, A Fiore (Veneto Cancer Registry); Malta: K England (Malta National Cancer Registry); Norway: F Langmark, F Bray (Cancer Registry of Norway); Poland: J Rachtan (Cracow Cancer Registry); S Gozdz, R Mezyk (Kielce Cancer Registry); M Zwerko (Warsaw Cancer Registry); M Bielska-Lasota (National Institute of Public Health - National Institute of Hygiene, Warsaw); J Slowinski (Department of Neurosurgery in Sosnowiec, Medical University of Silesia); Portugal: A Miranda (Southern Portugal Cancer Registry); Slovenia: M Primic-Zakelj (Cancer Registry of Slovenia); Slovakia: M Ondrusova (National Cancer Registry of Slovakia); Spain: A Mateos (Albacete Cancer Registry); I Izaruzaga, R Martinez (Bask Country Cancer Registry); A Torrella-Ramos, C Martos (Comunitat Valenciana Cancer Registries); R Marcos-Gragera (Girona Cancer Registry); MJ Sánchez, C Martinez-Garcia, JM Melchor (Granada Cancer Registry); C Navarro, MD Chirlaque (Murcia Cancer Registry); Eva Ardanaz, C Moreno (Navarra Cancer Registry); R Peris-Bonet (Spanish National Childhood Cancer Registry); J Galceran (Tarragona Cancer Registry); JA Virizuelo-Echabrue, R Gonzalez-Campona (Hospital Macarena); Sweden: Å Klint, M Talbäck (Cancer Registry of Sweden); Jan Adolfsson (Stockholm-Gotland Cancer Registry); M Lambe (Uppsala Regional Cancer Registry), Switzerland: G Junth (Basel Cancer Registry); M Usel, C Bouchardy (Geneva Cancer Registry); H Frick (Grisons Cancer Registry); SM Ess (St. Gallen Cancer Registry); A Bordoni (Ticino Cancer Registry); JC Luthi (Valais Cancer Registry); S Dehler (Zurich Cancer Registry); JM Lutz (Co-ordinating Center); The Netherlands: O Visser (Amsterdam Cancer Registry); R Otter, S Siesling, JM van der Zwan (Comprehensive Cancer Centre North East, Groningen/Enschede, the Netherlands); JWW Coebergh (Eindhoven Cancer Registry); UK-England: DC Greenberg (Easter Cancer Registration and Information Centre); D Forman (Northern and Yorkshire Cancer Registry); M Roche (Oxford Cancer Intelligence Unit); C Stiller (Childhood Cancer Research Group); J Verne (South-West Cancer Intelligence Service); D Meechan (Trent Cancer Registry); G Lawrence (West-Midlands Cancer Intelligence Unit); UK-Northern Ireland: A Gavin (Northern Ireland Cancer Registry); UK-Scotland: DH Brewster,